Newport Mansions Kids!

Tissue Paper Print

MATERIALS
- White cardstock (watercolor paper works too)
- Scissors
- Wax paper (something to place paper on when you spray)
- Tissue Paper (Bolder colors work better)
- Spray bottle with water
- White crayon

STEPS
1. Collect all materials.

2. With a white crayon, draw anything you wish! Press hard and go over your lines a couple of times. If you prefer to do this project without drawing anything in white, then skip this step.
3. Cut your tissue paper into little squares and rectangles. Place them around your paper – cover as much as you wish. You will get better results if you cover most of your paper and use bold colors.

Spray your paper thoroughly. Let dry to the point of slightly damp and slowly peel off the paper.

4. Let the paper completely dry once all tissue paper is off. Ta-da!

*Helpful Note: You can do step 3 a second time to make it even bolder!